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Abstract
Given a context free grammar (CFG) G and an integer n >= 0 we present an
algorithm for generating strings derivable from the grammar of length n such that
all strings of length n are equally likely. The algorithm requires a pre-processing
stage which calculates the number of strings of length k <= n derivable from each
postx  where A!  is a production from the grammar. This step requiresO(n
2
)
time and O(n
2
) space. The subsequent string generation step uses these counts to
generate a string in O(n) time and O(n) space.
Key words: Analysis of algorithms, Context-free languages, Uniform random
generation, memoization.
1 Introduction
Let G = (N; T; P; S) be a CFG where N is a set of non-terminal symbols, T is
a set of teminal symbols, P is a set of productions of the form A!  (A 2 N ,
 2 (N [ T )

) and start symbol S 2 N . This paper is concerned with the
problem of generating strings at random derivable from G. Such strings can
be used to test parsers and, by introducing errors into these strings, testing
error recovery and repair methods in parsers.
It might appear that this problem could be straightforwardly solved using
the following naive algorithm. Starting with S, choose at random one of the
productions of the form S !  to generate a sentential form. Then repeat
this successively expanding each leftmost non-terminal until all non-terminals
have been replaced. This `obvious' solution has two major problems. Firstly for
complex grammars this process may either fail to halt or alternatively generate
extremely long strings before it terminates. For example, given the grammar
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S ! SSja, the probability of there being zero S's left in the sentential form
after any number of replacements is
1
2
+
1
8
+
2
32
+
5
128
+
14
512
+  which converges to
approximately 0.873595. Secondly not all strings of the same length are equally
likely to be generated. For example, given the grammar S ! ajA;A! bjc, this
will generate an a with probability
1
2
while both b and c will only be generated
with probability
1
4
. Furthermore it is clear that two dierent grammars that
generate the same language could produce the same string with two distinct
probabilities.
An alternative approach is to treat all strings of length n generated by the
grammar equally so that each string is equally likely to be generated. Gener-
ating uniformly random strings was rst considered by Arnold and Sleep [2]
who presented an O(n) algorithm for generating balanced parenthesis strings
which they required as skeletons of programs for their error repair scheme. The
more general problem of generating uniformly random strings from a CFG was
rst considered by Hickey and Cohen [3] who presented two algorithms; a rst
that generated strings in time O(n
2
(logn)
2
) and space O(n) and a second that
works in time O(n) and space O(n
jT j+1
). More recently Mairson [5] improved
on these time and space bounds, again presenting two algorithms; a rst that
generated strings in time O(n
2
) and space O(n) and a second that works in
time O(n) and space O(n
2
). Both of these previous algorithms involve a pre-
processing step that builds a data-structure which is used in a later generation
phase. Although they analyse the storage requirements, the time complexity of
this pre-processing phase is ignored in their analysis. Furthermore, Mairson's
algorithm assumes the grammar is unambiguous and in Chomsky normal form
without -productions.
In practice the pre-processing step is much more computationally expensive
than the generation phase unless a large number of strings are generated.
1
In
this paper we relax the requirement that the grammar is in Chomsky normal
form (although we also require the absence of -productions) and present an
algorithm whose pre-processing phase requires O(n
2
) time and O(n
2
) space.
The subsequent string generation step generates a string in O(n) time and
O(n) space.
It should be noted that the results of the pre-processing step are useful in
themselves to perform a partial check that two distinct grammars that claim
to generate the same language do indeed do so. This check involves comparing
the number of strings of length 1,2,. . . ,n generated by the start symbols of
both grammars. If these dier then we can be sure the grammars do not
generate the same language. Even though agreement in the counts does not
1
Using the method presented in this paper for a grammar generating the Pascal
language [4] approximately 700 Pascal programs, each of length 100 tokens can be
generated in the time taken for the pre-processing phase.
2
guarantee the languages are the same, it can be a useful and strong check on
similarity, especially if the counts are checked up to a large n.
2
2 Notation
Let G = (N; T; P; S) be a context free grammar with terminals , non-
terminals N = fN
1
: : : N
r
g, start symbols S 2 N and productions
P = f
ij
: N
i
! 
ij
ji = 1 : : : r; j = 1 : : : s
i
g
giving a total of jP j =
P
r
i=1
s
i
productions. The right hand sides of each
production have the form

ij
= x
ij1
: : : x
ijt
ij
giving a total of jRj =
P
r
i=1
P
s
i
j=1
t
ij
symbols on right hand sides. The grammar
G generates the language L(G)  

. The n-slice of L(G) is the subset L(G)\

n
containing all strings in L(G) of length n.
In order to generate strings from the n-slice of L(G) uniformly at random
we require counts of the number of strings of length k  n generated by the
right hand side of each production 
ij
and postx parts of the production
x
ijk
: : : x
ijt
ij
. To dene these we shall use the notation [c
i
j i  1 : : : n] to
represent the list [c
1
; c
2
; : : : c
n
], while kxk
n
gives the number of strings of length
n generated by the symbol x 2 (N [ T ). Furthermore, we can extend this to
kk
n
to act on  2 (N [ T )

using
kx yk
n
=
n 1
X
l=1
kxk
l
 kyk
n l
where  represents string concatenation. The limits of the sum are 1, n   1
rather than 0, n as we have disallowed any -productions in the grammar and
so no symbol can generate the empty string.
2
A suitable n is one that ensures that all productions of the grammar have been
used. It is straightforward to nd such an n during the pre-processing step.
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3 Pre-processing
Let us dene the following two functions:
f
i
(n) = [ k
ij
k
n
j j  1 : : : s
j
] (1)
where i = 1 : : : r, which is identical to the N(A
i
; n) function in [7] and
f
0
ijk
(n) = [ kx
ijk
k
l
 kx
ij(k+1)
: : : x
ijt
ij
k
n l
j l 1 : : : n  t
ij
+ k] (2)
where i = 1 : : : r; j = 1 : : : s
j
; k = 1 : : : t
ij
. The list f
i
(n) gives the number of
strings of length n generated by each possible production with left hand side
N
i
. The list f
0
ijk
(n) gives the number of strings of length n generated by the
nal symbols x
ijk
: : : x
ijt
ij
from the right hand side of the production 
ij
for
each of the possible ways in which the n symbols can be split between the
rst symbol x
ijk
and the remaining symbols. Again the length of the list is
n   t
ij
+ k and not n because no symbol can generate the empty string and
so all strings generated by the symbols x
ij(k+1)
: : : x
ijt
ij
will have length of at
least t
ij
  k.
The following algorithms can be used to calculate these count functions.
function f
i
(n)
/* return a list giving the number of strings generated */
/* for each production N
i
! 
ij
*/
return [ sum (f
0
ij1
(n)) j j  1 : : : s
i
]
end
function sum(l)
/* given the list l = [l
1
; l
2
; : : : l
m
], return */
/* the sum of the elements
P
m
i=1
l
i
*/
end
function f
0
ijk
(n)
/* return the number of strings of length n generated */
/* by the nal symbols x
ijk
: : : x
ijt
ij
from the right */
/* hand side of the production 
ij
, N
i
! x
ij1
: : : x
ijt
ij
*/
/* for each of the possible ways in which the n */
/* terminals can be split between the rst symbol x
ijk
*/
/* and the remaining symbols */
if n = 0 then return [ ]
if x
ijk
2 T then
if k = t
ij
then
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if n = 0 then return [1] else return [0]
else
return [sum (f
0
ij(k+1)
(n  1))]
if k = t
ij
then
return [sum (f
x
ijk
(n))]
else
return [ sum (f
x
ijk
(l)) sum(f
0
ij(k+1)
(n  l)) j l 1 : : : n  t
ij
+ k ]
end
Expressing f and f
0
as functions suggests that evaluating f
0
ijk
(n) will require
O(n
(t
ij
 1)
) calls to function f resulting in an exponential time complexity.
However, in any practical implementation of this algorthm, results can be
pre-computed and stored to avoid repeated re-evaluation. With the exception
of chain rules, the calculation of f
i
(n) or f
0
ijk
(n) will only result in calls to
f
i
(m) and f
0
ijk
(m) withm < n. This enables dynamic programming techniques
to be used where the m = 1 values are rst calculated and stored before
calculating the m = 2; : : : values in turn. For chain rule productions of the
form N
i
! N
l
care needs to be taken that the values involving N
l
(namely,
f
l
(m) and f
0
l:::
(m)) are evaluated before those involving N
i
(namely, f
i
(m)
and f
0
i:::
(m)). A more convenient approach is to regard f and f
0
as functions
of two and four parameters respectively and then memoise [6] the functions
over all these parameters. This approach automatically results in the order of
non-terminals involved in chain rules being calculated in the correct order.
Either dynamic programming techniques or memoization signicantly reduces
the time complexity of the pre-processing phase with a corresponding space
penalty. The space requirements for storing all values of f
i
(m) is a list of s
i
elements for each of the r values of i and n values of m giving njP j elements.
The space requirements for f
0
ijk
(m) is a list of n  t
ij
+ k elements for each of
the r values of i, s
i
values of j, t
ij
values of k, and n values of m, giving O(n
2
)
elements in total. To calculate all possible values of f
i
(m) requires njP j calls
to f
0
and calculating all possible values of f
0
ijk
(m) requires n  (n   t
ij
+ k)
calls to f and f
0
for each of the jRj distinct triple of i; j; k values giving a total
time complexity of O(n
2
).
4 String Generation
To generate a string of length n uniformly at random from a non-terminal N
i
,
we consult the list f
i
(n). As this list gives the number of strings of length n
generated by each possible production with left hand side N
i
it determines
the relative probability with which we should choose each production to select
all strings uniformly at random. Hence we choose a production at random by
5
weighting each by the counts from this list. Formally, this is captured by the
following function.
function g
i
(n)
/* generate a string of length n uniformly at random */
/* from a non-terminal N
i
*/
let r = choose f
i
(n)
in return g
0
ir1
(n)
end
function choose(l)
/* given the list l = [l
1
; l
2
; : : : l
m
], return an */
/* index i between 1 and m at random with */
/* probability l
i
=
P
m
j=1
l
j
*/
end
Having selected a productionN
i
! x
ij1
: : : x
ijt
ij
to generate a string of length n
we then need to decide how to split n amoung the t
ij
symbols on the right hand
side of this production. This is achieved by rst deciding on the split between
rst symbol x
ij1
and the remainder and then repeating this recursively. To
decide this split we can use the list returned by f
0
ijk
(n) which gives the number
of strings of length n generated by the nal symbols x
ijk
: : : x
ijt
ij
from the right
hand side of the production 
ij
for each of the possible ways in which the n
symbols can be split between the rst symbol x
ijk
and the remaining symbols.
Hence we choose a split at random by weighting each split by the counts from
this list.
function g
0
ijk
(n)
/* generate a string of length n uniformly at random */
/* from among all strings derivable from the symbols */
/* x
ijk
: : : x
ijt
ij
taken from the right hand side of the */
/* production N
i
! 
ij
*/
if x
ijk
2 T then
if k = t
ij
then
return x
ijk
else
return x
ijk
 g
0
ij(k+1)
(n  1)
if k = t
ij
then
return g
x
ijk
(n)
else
let l = choose f
0
iik
(n)
in return g
x
ijk
(l)  g
0
ij(k+1)
(n  l)
end
6
Generating a string of length n from the start symbol requires repeatedly
choosing a production (taking constant time) and then selecting a split for
each possible non-terminal on the right hand side. There can be no more
than n splits required to generate the string so the total time complexity is
O(n). The space requirement is the need to store the sentential form from the
leftmost non-terminal which requires O(n) space in the worst case.
5 Concluding Remarks
The form of equation 2 has a structure remarkably similar to the convolutions
z
n
=
n 1
X
l=0
x
l
y
n l
(3)
calculable inO(nlogn) steps using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) techniques[1].
The similarity can be seen by replacing z
n
by f
0
ijk
(n), x
l
by f
x
ijk
(l) and y
n l
by
f
0
ij(k+1)
(n   l). The FFT method is to calculate vectors x and y in O(nlogn)
steps, perform the inner product in O(n) steps and nally calculate the vector
z using the inverse FFT also in O(nlogn) steps.
It does not seem that this technique can be applied here as the x, y and
z in equation 3 are independent, while in our situation any grammar with
recursive production rules will mean they are mutually dependent. However
the FFT method does suggest the generation step might be able to be reduced
to O(nlogn) complexity.
Finally it should be noted that if the grammar is ambiguous, strings with more
than one possible derivation will be counted multiple times by our algorithm
and will hence be generated with a correspondingly increased probability.
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